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It’s been six long weeks since I published the last Bulletin.  I never intended for the 
break to be so long but work, Christmas and more work sometimes forces changes 
upon me that I don’t anticipate.
That is certainly the case this year, as this is the longest gap in publication since I 
started the Bulletin!  
As many of you know I work on the television show “Arrow”.  It’s definitely not 
a small show and the two episodes we shot before Christmas were no exception.   
“Recovering” over Christmas was my primary goal, and once we were back to 

work things resumed at their pre-Christmas crazy pace.  
Now that January is almost done it feels very strange that I’ve barely written a word in ages.  Hopefully with this 
edition of the Bulletin things will return to some semblance of “nornmal” as there is never a shortage of topics to 
write about.
Those assaulting our liberties don’t take breaks, at least not that I can see, which gives me more incentive to get 

back on a regular publishing schedule.  
There is some good news, of course, but sadly 
the bad outweighs the good.  If we all take a 
bit of positive reinforcement from the story of 
Charlie Perkins’ Tree (inside this edition) then 
those intent of stripping us of our precious 
Rights and Freedoms will have a very long 
year indeed.
Now that, at least, is something to look 
forward to!

Yours in Liberty,

It’s a Miracle!
Publication of the Rights and Freedoms Bulletin Returns!

Christopher

Text like this is a link to 
online content.  
These links are provided 
to give you easy access to 
the original news story or 
other relevant information. 
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Freedom of Speech
Environmental Group Attempts to Stifle Freedom of Speech

The Alberta Wilderness Association claims distorted science in effort to silence opposing view 
By Michelle Stirling-Anosh, Communications Manager - Friends of Science (via Troy Media)
The past two weeks have been an interesting test of 
Canada’s Charter or Rights. 
The first test came when Canadian Press contacted 
the Friends of Science for an interview about our 
protest over the Alberta Wilderness Association’s 
refusal to offer us rebuttal space in its magazine after 
we were flamed in a commentary.
Although we had issued a press release on the matter 
two months earlier, suddenly CP was interested 
because, as it turned out, the AWA had made a 
complaint of some kind to APEGA – the Association 
of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists – based 
on ethics. Many of our core group are members of 
APEGA. The AWA apparently claim we are distort-
ing science because our billboard states “The sun is 
the main driver of climate change. Not you. Not CO2.”
In the CP story, AWA’s executive director ironically claimed that Friends of Science had been trying to shut 
them up because we had asked Albertans to consider that AWA was a taxpayer-funded organization (as a charity) 
claiming to be in favour of democracy, integrity and the law and respectful, inclusive dialogue on their web-site, 
but not when it came to us. They had also been funded by an offshore group engaged in an international smear 
campaign against Alberta.
APEGA knows about rational, debate. It solicited a democratic debate on the issue of Kyoto in 2002. Three of 
our scientists argued the case for the sun as the main driver of climate change based on the science, two people 
from Pembina Institute had argued for Kyoto based on policy and the claims of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC). 
We had hoped AWA would have extended that charter right of freedom of speech to us. We have some 300 years 
combined experience amongst our core group, in earth and atmospheric sciences. Informed debate matters.
Days later the press in Montreal exploded into fury as people demanded that our billboards (in French) be taken 
down. 
In Vancouver, Clean Energy Canada, the advocacy arm of the charity TIDES Canada, issued a letter of complaint 
via twitter claiming that our billboards were ‘immoral and unethical’ and also calling for them to be taken down. 
Twitter and Facebook invective followed.
Immoral? Unethical? Global warming stopped naturally more than 16 years ago, despite a significant rise in 
carbon dioxide – thus falsifying the fundamental theory of Anthropogenic Global Warming. Since this informa-
tion was first officially reported last fall by the IPCC no less, every attempt has been made to side-step this fact 
while ramping up apocalyptic hysteria. 
What is ‘immoral and unethical is the suppression of this information. As we argued in 2002, solar cycles affect 
climate on earth and temperature trends show cooling is now upon us.
The drop in solar irradiance, visible on graphs since 2002, foretells a colder period ahead; throughout time, cooler 
cycles were most disastrous for humankind.

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://www.friendsofscience.org/
http://marketplace.troymedia.com/
http://www.friendsofscience.org/
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You don’t have to be a scientist to know this. In popular culture, two of the most loved stage musicals are set in a 
background of climate change extremes. The first is “Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Raincoat.” The drama 
follows the Biblical story of Joseph and his brothers, in the land of Egypt, where the sun gods of Ra and Horus 
were worshipped; Pharaoh has a prophetic dream. He asks Joseph to interpret it – seven fat cows were eat by 
seven lean and ugly cows. The message was clear. 
Famine would eat up the abundance of warmer times – be prepared. That was the message for all humanity then 
– perhaps the first documented evidence of people noticing that solar cycles affect climate on earth.
The second musical is “Les Miserables” – or “Les Miz.” It was set at the tail end of the Little Ice Age. The Little 
Ice Age, from 1350 to 1850, was a time of low solar activity and cruel climate conditions for humankind. The 
French Revolution was the culmination of the desperate poverty and famine, after decades of colder-than-usual, 
wet and miserable climate which led to the rallying cry for liberty, brotherhood and equality. 
The Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen, an outcome of the French Revolution, enshrined freedom 
of speech stating that: “The free communication of ideas and opinions is one of the most precious of the rights of 
man.” 
That freedom was won with much blood, sorrow and suffering in times of desperation – exacerbated by climate 
extremes. Since 1850, global climate warmed. Thank heavens! Crops became abundant and we prospered. That 
has begun to change.
We are interested in a civil, rational, discussion about climate change and policy. Freedom of speech is not just for 
you but for all of us.
Shouldn’t we learn from history and science, not try to censor it?

Michelle Stirling-Anosh is the Communications Manager of Friends of Science.

Learn more from the following sources:
Friends of Science Blog: Commentary by Norm Kalmanovitch, P. Geoph 
https://friendsofsciencecalgary.wordpress.com/

Research aspects of solar influence on climate:
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/18974/solar-and-space-physics-a-science-for-a-technological-society 
The Effects of Solar Variability on Earth’s Climate
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13519/the-effects-of-solar-variability-on-earths-climate-a-workshop 
APEGA Kyoto debate 2002
http://www.apega.ca/members/publications/peggs/WEB11_02/kyoto_pt.htm 

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
https://friendsofsciencecalgary.wordpress.com/
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/18974/solar-and-space-physics-a-science-for-a-technological-society
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13519/the-effects-of-solar-variability-on-earths-climate-a-workshop
http://www.apega.ca/members/publications/peggs/WEB11_02/kyoto_pt.htm
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Self Defense
Stupid Human Tricks - Ohio Kid Gets Himself Killed Over a Pair of Air Jordan Shoes

By Natalie Tendall

Miami Township Police are confirming the shooting that left a juvenile male dead Saturday started over an 
attempted robbery of athletic shoes.
According to police, three juvenile males from Middletown approached two adult males outside the Dayton Mall 
around 10:00 a.m. Saturday. They say one of the juveniles produced a gun and demanded merchandise from the 
adult males. Police say one of the males, who had a valid concealed carry weapon permit, pulled out a gun of his 
own and shot the teen who had the gun. That teen, identified as Jawaad Jabbar, 16, died from a single gunshot 
wound.
The men were at the mall to attend a limited athletic shoe release sale. Police say the two groups did not know 
each other and the only motive known is that of aggravated robbery to gain control of another’s property.
Sgt. Jay Phares said the teen didn’t make it to the mall in time to get in line for the shoes.  

“This was a random act of ‘I want something that person has and I’m going to take it from them by any means’,” 
said Sgt. Phares.

Two juveniles with the victim are in juvenile detention.  They are not charged pending further investigation.  
Police are investigating whether they too had weapons.

“It is tragic that someone lost their lives over tennis shoes, possibly,” said Sgt. Phares.
Phares says increased patrols already watch the mall area this time of year with all the holiday shoppers.  Miami 
Township police patrol as well as mall officers and hired security officers on any given day.
The Miami Township Police 
Department is working with 
the Montgomery County 
Sheriff’s Office, The Middle-
town Police Department, 
Dayton Mall Security and the 
RANGE Taskforce.

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://wdtn.com/2014/12/22/mall-shooting-over-athletic-shoes/
http://readthis.rightsandfreedoms.org/free-concealed-carry-report/tid-rfb
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Privacy Violations
FBI Proves Again How Much Governments Despise Our Right to Privacy

by Nicole Kardell, fee.org

 The FBI wants to search through your electronic life. You may think it’s a given that the government is in the 
business of collecting everyone’s personal data — Big Brother run amok in defiance of the Constitution. But 
under the limits of the Fourth Amendment, nothing it finds can be used to prosecute its targets. 
Now the FBI is taking steps to carry out broad searches and data collection under the color of authority, making 
all of us more vulnerable to “fishing expeditions.”
The investigative arm of the Department of Justice is attempting to short-circuit the legal checks of the Fourth 
Amendment by requesting a change in the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. These procedural rules dictate 
how law enforcement agencies must conduct criminal prosecutions, from investigation to trial. Any deviations 
from the rules can have serious consequences, including dismissal of a case. T
he specific rule the FBI is targeting outlines the terms for obtaining a search warrant.
It’s called Federal Rule 41(b), and the requested change would allow law enforcement to obtain a warrant to 
search electronic data without providing any specific details as long as the target computer location has been 
hidden through a technical tool like Tor or a virtual private network. 
It would also allow nonspecific search warrants where computers have been intentionally damaged (such as 
through botnets, but also through common malware and viruses) and are in five or more separate federal judicial 
districts. 
Furthermore, the provision would allow investigators to seize electronically stored information regardless of 
whether that information is stored inside or outside the court’s jurisdiction.
The change may sound like a technical tweak, but it is a big leap from current procedure. As it stands, Rule 41(b) 
only allows (with few exceptions) a court to issue a warrant for people or property within that court’s district. The 
federal rules impose this location limitation — along with requirements that the agent specifically identify the 
person and place to be searched, find probable cause, and meet other limiting factors — to reduce the impact an 
investigation could have on people’s right to privacy. 
Now the FBI is asking for the authority to hack into and search devices without identifying any of the essential 
whos, whats, wheres, or whys — giving the FBI the authority to search your computer, tablet, or smartphone 
even if you are in no way suspected of a crime.
All you have to do is cross the FBI’s virtual path. For instance, the proposed amendment would mean that agents 
could use tactics like creating online “watering holes” to attract their targets. Anyone who clicked on law enforce-
ment’s false-front website would download the government malware and expose their electronic device to an 
agent’s search (and also expose the device to follow-on hackers). 
One obvious target for this strategy is any forum that attracts government skeptics and dissenters — FEE.org, for 
example.  Such tactics could inadvertently impact thousands of people who aren’t investigation targets.
This sort of sweeping authority is in obvious conflict with the Constitution. 
The Fourth Amendment makes it clear that the government cannot legally search your house or your personal 
effects, including your electronic devices, without 

(1) probable cause of a suspected crime 
(2) defined in a legal document (generally, a search warrant issued by a judge) 
(3) that specifically identifies what is to be searched and what is to be seized.

The FBI is not the first government agency to find itself challenged by the plain language of the Fourth Amend-
ment. 

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://fee.org/freeman/detail/youll-never-guess-whos-trying-to-hack-your-iphone
https://www.torproject.org/
http://www.pcworld.com/article/2030763/how-and-why-to-set-up-a-vpn-today.html
http://FEE.org
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Past overreach has required judges and Congress to clarify what constitutes a legal search and seizure in particular 
contexts. 
In the 1960s, when electronic eavesdropping (via wiretaps and bugs) came about, Congress established the Omni-
bus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (the Wiretap Act). The law addressed concerns about these new 
surreptitious and invasive investigative tactics and provided several strictures on legal searches via wiretap or bug. 
Since covert investigative tools can be hard to detect, it was important to institute more rigorous standards to 
keep agents in line.
The same concerns that Congress addressed in the 1960s are present today, but they take on far greater signifi-
cance. 
With our growing reliance on electronic devices to communicate with others, to transact business, to shop, travel, 
date, and store the details of our private lives, these devices are becoming our most important personal effects. 
The ability of government actors to enter our digital space and search our electronic data is a major privacy 
concern that must be checked by Fourth Amendment standards. As the Supreme Court recently pronounced in 
Riley v. California, the search of a modern electronic device such as a smartphone or computer is more intrusive 
to privacy than even “the most exhaustive search of a house.”
What seems most troubling, though, is that the FBI is attempting to override the Fourth Amendment, along with 
the body of law developed over the years to reign in surveillance powers, through a relatively obscure forum. 
Instead of seeking congressional authority or judicial clarification, it has sought a major power grab through a 
procedural rule tweak — a tweak that would do away with jurisdictional limitations and specificity requirements, 
among other important checks on law enforcement. 
The request seems objectively — and constitutionally — offensive. 

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://www.scotusblog.com/case-files/cases/riley-v-california/
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Freedom of Speech
Bill Whatcott wins Defamation Lawsuit against the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

I had to laugh when I saw the news that Bill Whatcott, a champion of free speech and pro-life and pro-family 
advocate here in Canada, won a lawsuit against the CBC for defamation.  
The news of his win pleased me greatly.  The CBC has a long history of reporting only part of a story and in this 
case they maliciously attempted to show Bill Whatcott wanted to kill people, specifically homosexuals, something 
he has never done.
The CBC must now pay Mr. Whatcott a total of $30,000 ($20,000 in damages for the defamation, and another 
$10,000 dollars in aggravated damages) because Justice Richard Elson found the CBC’s conduct reflected actual 
malice.

The decision states that the report had video of a flyer Whatcott distributed in Alberta that had the lyrics 
of a song on it titled “Kill the homosexuals”. The lines included things like “Day in day out your words 
comprise lies; I will enjoy watching you die”.
In court documents, the judge explained that the song was a parody of a song called “Kill the Chris-
tians” which was the subject of a Human Rights complaints years before. On the second page of the flyer 
in question was a paragraph explaining that Whatcott didn’t actually want to kill homosexuals, that he 
would rather they “repent of their sins and turn to Jesus Christ”.
Whatcott argued that the CBC defamed him when they showed the lyrics of the parody song, but did not 
show the statement on the next page, thereby making his view seem more extreme than they are.

Whatcott has never said he wants to kill homosexuals.  As a Christian Whatcott wants homosexuals to do what 
he wants all sinners to do: repent of their sins and turn to Jesus Christ.
From the actual decision, Whatcott v. Saskatchewan (Human Rights Tribunal), 2010 SKCA 26, 

[83]                     Having regard to all the identified factors, including mitigating and aggravating factors, 
I am satisfied that a general damage award of $20,000 properly reflects a fair compensatory assessment. As 
I have found the defendant’s conduct reflected actual malice, an aggravated damage award of $10,000 is 
in order. I do not, however, find the defendant’s conduct to be so oppressive and high-handed as to offend 
the court’s sense of decency.  Accordingly, there will be no award of punitive damages.

Earlier this year Bill Whatcott won an important Freedom of Speech case against the University of Regina.  Bill 
Whatcott and fellow activist Peter LaBarbera were arrested on the university campus and charged with mischief, 
since there was nothing else Regina Police could charge the pair with that would not immediately be tossed out of 
court.
The two men were on campus distributing flyers with pro-life and anti-gay messages.  The campus police asked 
them to leave but they refused.  At trial the judge said, in acquitting the two men on the mischief charges:

“I find that the purpose of (their) attending the University of Regina was to communicate information and 
their actions were passive and non-aggressive,” Beaton wrote. “The university’s response was disproportionate to 
the peaceful distribution of flyers.”

As the University is public property, the pair had every right to be there exercising their Right to Freedom of 
Speech and Freedom of Religion even though some were offended by both.
Isn’t that the essence of Free Speech though?  The ability to say things that may offend while educating them to 
your specific point of view?  Of course it is.
Free Speech, by definition, will always offend some.  
Bill Whatcott speaks the truth as he knows it and as his religion, Christianity, teaches it.  That does not make him 
a “murderer-in-waiting” even if the CBC wants to claim it does on national television and they now get to pay 
Bill Whatcott $30,000 for the privilege.  

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://ckom.com/story/cbc-pay-bill-whatcott-defamation/522358
http://ckom.com/story/cbc-pay-bill-whatcott-defamation/522358
http://www.canlii.org/en/sk/skca/doc/2010/2010skca26/2010skca26.html
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Civil Asset Forfeiture
Editorial: Stop Seizing Assets Without Charges

Editorial by White River Junction, CT, Valley News Staff 

While America’s shamefully high incarceration rate is the most visible result of the ruinous war on drugs that the 
nation began waging in the 1970s and ’80s, almost as notorious is civil asset forfeiture, a practice that was greatly 
expanded during that time.
Under civil forfeiture, law enforcement authorities can seize property including cars, cash, other valuables and even 
homes from people without ever bringing criminal charges against them, much less securing a conviction, and the 
owners must prove their innocence in order to recover their property. Often the expenses of doing so are so high 
that the seizures are not challenged. If this appears to stand the concept of due process on its head, that’s because it 
does.
No one knows how much property has been seized in this fashion by federal, state and local law enforcement agen-
cies or what they do with it, because they apparently are not required to keep track of the seizures and report them 
to any central authority. But The Washington Post has reported that $2.5 billion has been seized from motorists and 
others since the 9/11 terror attacks under just one program that targets cash moving along highways.
While civil forfeiture ostensibly targets drug traffickers and terror suspects, the reality is that many ordinary people 
have had their property seized without being criminals or, in some cases, without even being suspected of being 
criminals. An Iowa restaurant owner, for instance, had $33,000 in her bank account seized by the IRS when she 
unknowingly ran afoul of a federal law that makes it a crime to deposit less than $10,000 in a bank account if the 
intent is to evade federal reporting requirements that kick in at that level. While the restaurant owner was manifest-
ly not a terrorist, drug lord or money launderer, she did regularly make small deposits from her cash-only Mexican 
restaurant. No crime was alleged, but the federal government backed down only when The New York Times started 
asking uncomfortable questions.
There have been many such abuses, including an infamous one in which a Philadelphia couple’s home was seized 
after their son made $40 worth of drug sales from the porch. In other jurisdictions, cars and boats can be seized in 
drunken-driving cases, in some instances from owners who were not driving the cars when the offense occurred. A 
prosecutor in New Jersey, according to the Times, uses civil forfeiture to seize cars not only in drug cases, but also in 
shoplifting and statutory rape cases as well.
What accounts for the zeal with which law enforcement agencies pursue such a problematic course? Civil forfeiture 
is a financial bonanza for them. Police and prosecutors in many jurisdictions (although not Vermont) get to keep 
some or all of what they seize through civil forfeiture and have a relatively free hand in how to use the proceeds. The 
revenue stream funds all sorts of equipment and other priorities outside of the normal budget process. Hence the 
incentive to seize before inquiring too deeply whether the asset is truly tied to a crime.
Amid a number of newspaper stories detailing outrageous abuses, legislation has been proposed in Congress to rein 
in the practice, and U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder earlier this month announced new rules to limit federal 
participation in state forfeiture actions as the first step in a comprehensive review. How comprehensive it will be 
remains to be seen. Loretta E. Lynch, the United States Attorney for the Eastern District of New York, the presi-
dent’s nominee to succeed Holder, finally, and perhaps reluctantly, last week returned $447,000 that was seized from 
a family-owned Long Island candy and cigarette distributor after two years in which no criminal charges were filed. 
The owners maintained that their business is a cash-intensive one and that, after having three bank accounts closed 
because their large deposits were triggering extra paperwork for the banks, they began trying to keep their deposits 
under $10,000. They were stonewalled for two years as they tried to retrieve the money and managed to hang on 
only because one of their vendors extended $300,000 in credit.
We’re not exactly sure why a new law is needed to curb or even eliminate this practice. There’s a relevant clause in 
the Constitution that speaks eloquently to the question: “nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or prop-
erty, without due process of law.”

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Firearm Politics                    
Anti-Gun Individuals and Celebrities

The next time you consider going to a movie take a look at this list to see if you’re supporting a hypocritical anti-
gun movie star... you know the type... it’s okay for them to use guns in movies to make their fortunes but off-
screen they lambaste we mere citizens for owning firearms.  See full article here...

Jessica Alba – Actor
Krista Allen – Actor
Suzy Amis – Actor
Louis Anderson – Comedian
Richard Dean Anderson – Actor
Maya Angelou – Poet
David Arquette – Actor
Ed Asner – Actor
Alec Baldwin – Actor
Bob Barker – TV Personality
Carol Bayer Sager – Composer
Drew Barrymore – Actor
Kevin Bacon – Actor
Lauren Bacall – Actor*
Sarah Ban Breathnach – Writer
William Baldwin – Actor
Candice Bergen – Actor
Richard Belzer – Actor
Tony Bennett – Singer
Beyonce – Singer
Jon Bon Jovi – Singer
Peter Bogdonovich – Director
Peter Bonerz – Actor
Albert Brooks – Actor
Beau Bridges – Actor
Benjamin Bratt – Actor
Bonnie Bruckheimer – Movie 
Producer
Christie Brinkley – Model
Dr. Joyce Brothers – Psychologist/
Author
James Brolin – Actor

James Brooks – TV Producer
Mel Brooks – Actor/Director
Betty Buckley – Actor
Ellen Burstyn – Actor
Steve Buscemi – Actor
David Canary – Actor
Kate Capshaw – Actor
Kim Cattrall – Actor
Josh Charles – Actor
Robert Chartloff – Producer
Stockard Channing – Actor
Terri Clark – Singer
George Clooney – Actor
Jennifer Connelly – Actor
Judy Collins – Singer
Kevin Costner – Actor
Sean Connery – Actor
Sheryl Crow – Singer
Billy Crystal – Actor
Julie Cypher – Director
Arlene Dahl – Actor
Clive Davis – Writer
Linda Dano – Actor
Matt Damon – Actor
Pam Dawber – Actor
Patrika Darbo – Actor
Stuart Damon – Actor
Ellen Degeneres – Actor
Gavin de Becker – Writer
Rebecca DeMornay – Actor
Danny DeVito – Actor
Michael Douglas – Actor

Phil Donahue – Talk Show Host
Richard Donner – Director
Fran Drescher – Actor
Richard Dreyfus – Actor
David Duchovny – Actor
Sandy Duncan – Actor
Christine Ebersole – Actor
Kenneth “Babyface” Edmonds – 
Singer
Missy Elliott – Singer
Gloria Estefan – Singer
Melissa Etheridge – Singer
Mia Farrow – Actor
Mike Farrell – Actor
Carrie Fisher – Actor
Sally Field – Actor
Doug Flutie – NFL player
Fannie Flagg – Actor
Jane Fonda – Actor
Jodie Foster – Actor
Rick Fox – NBA Player
Andy Garcia – Actor
Art Garfunkel – Singer
Geraldo – TV personality
Richard Gere – Actor
Kathie Lee Gifford – TV personal-
ity
Paul Glaser – TV director
Brad Gooch – Writer
Elliott Gould – Actor
Louis Gossett, Jr. – Actor
Michael Gross – Actor

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://www.2acheck.com/the-boycott-list/nras-list-of-antis/
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Nancy Lee Grahn – Actor
Bryant Gumbel – TV Personality
Deidra Hall – Actor
Ethan Hawke – Actor
Mariette Hartley – Actor
Mark Harmon – Actor
Anne Heche – Actor
Howard Hesseman – Actor
Marilu Henner – Actor
Dustin Hoffman – Actor
Hal Holbrook – Actor*
Helen Hunt – Actor
Francesca James – TV Producer
Norman Jewison – Director
Lainie Kazan – Actor
Richard Karn – Actor
Jeffrey Katzenberg – Producer
Barry Kemp – TV Producer
David E. Kelley – TV Producer
Diane Keaton – Actor
Margaret Kemp – Interior Designer
Chaka Khan – Singer

Stephen King – Author (Added by 
2ACheck)
Kevin Kline – Actor
Michael E. Knight – Actor
Jonathan Kozol – Writer
Lenny Kravits – Singer
Lisa Kudrow – Actor
Wally Kurth – Actor
Christine Lahti – Actor
k.d. lang – Singer
Ricki Lake – TV personality
Denis Leary – Actor
John Leguizamo – Actor
Norman Lear – TV Producer
Spike Lee – Director

Hal Linden – Actor
Tara Lipinski – Former Olympian
Keyshawn Johnson – NFL player
Rob Lowe – Actor
Amanda Marshall – Singer
Barry Manilow – Singer
Camryn Manheim – Actor
Howie Mandel – Actor
Kyle MacLachlan – Actor
Madonna – Singer
Marla Maples – Actor
Marsha Mason – Actor*
Mase – Singer
Penny Marshall – Director
Prema Mathai-Davis – YWCA 
Official
John McDaniel – Musician
John McEnroe – Athlete
Brian McKnight – Musician
Natalie Merchant – Singer
Bette Midler – Singer
Mary Tyler Moore – Actor
Michael Moore – Film Maker
Mike Myers – Actor
Kathy Najimy – Actor
Jack Nicholson – Actor
Leonard Nimoy – Actor
Mike Nichols – Director
Stephen Nichols – Actor
Rosie O’Donnell – Actor/Talk 
Show Host
Jennifer O’Neill – Actor
Julia Ormond – Actor
Jane Pauley – TV Personality
Sarah Jessica Parker – Actor
Mandy Patinkin – Actor
Richard North Patterson – Writer
Rhea Perlman – Actor
Michelle Pfieffer – Actor

Aidan Quinn – Actor
Colin Quinn – Actor
Dennis Quaid – Actor
Elizabeth Bracco Quinn – Actor
Bonnie Raitt – Singer
Debbie Reynolds – Actor
Mary Lou Retton – Former Olym-
pian
Paul Reiser – Actor
Peter Reckell – Actor
Rob Reiner – Actor/Director
Robert Redford – Actor/Director
Anne Rice – Writer
Cathy Rigby – Actor
Julia Roberts – Actor
Marc Rosen – TV Producer
Tim Robbins – Actor
Tim Roth – Actor
Renee Russo – Actor
Robin Ruzan – Wife of Mike Myers
Meg Ryan – Actor
Susan Sarandon – Actor
Jerry Seinfeld – Actor
Kyra Sedgwick – Actor
Martin Sheen – Actor
Russell Simmons – Record Produc-
er
Neil Simon – Playwright*
Louise Sorel – Actor
Mira Sorvino – Actor
Rena Sofer – Actor
Britney Spears – Singer
Bruce Springsteen – Singer
Kevin Spirtas – Actor
Barbra Streisand – Singer
David Steinberg – Director
Sylvester Stallone – Actor
Harry Dean Stanton – Actor
Meryl Streep – Actor
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Patrick Stewart – Actor
Sharon Stone – Actor
Sting – Singer
Trudie Styler – Actor
Jonathan Taylor Thomas – Actor
The Temptations – Pop Group
Vinny Testaverde – NFL player
Marlo Thomas – Actor*
Uma Thurman – Actor
Steve Tisch – Producer
Mike Torrez – Former Baseball 
player
Shania Twain – Singer
Dick Van Dyke – Actoe
Eli Wallach – Actor*
Harvey Weinstein – Producer
Jann Wenner – Publisher
Sigourney Weaver – Actor
Victor Webster – Actor
Andy Williams – Singer*
Kelli Williams – Actor
Henry Winkler – Actor
Oprah Winfrey – Entertainer
Rita Wilson – Actor
Vanessa Williams – Singer
Herman Wouk – Author
Joanne Woodward – Actor*
Peter Yarrow – Singer
Catherine Zeta-Jones – Actor
Ahmet Zappa -Actor
Diva Zappa -Actor
Dweezil Zappa – Musician
Gail Zappa -
Moon Zappa -Actor
Jennifer Aniston – Actor
Elizabeth Banks – Actor
Jason Bateman – Actor
Kristen Bell—Actor

Steve Carrell – Actor
Courtney Cox – Actor
Ellen DeGeneres – Actor
Zooey Deschanel – Actor
Cameron Diaz – Actor
Peter Dinklage – Actor
Will Ferrell – Actor
Jamie Fox – Actor
Jennifer Garner – Actor
Selena Gomez – Actor
Carla Gugino – Actor
Jon Hamm – Actor
Kate Hudson – Actor
John Legend – Actor
Julia Louis-Dreyfus – Actor
Debra Messing – Actor
Julianne Moore – Actor
Julianne Moore – Actor
Conan O’Brien – Actor
Gwyneth Paltrow – Actor
Busy Phillips – Actor
Amy Poller – Actor
Jeremy Renner – Actor
Chris Rock – Actor
Paul Rudd – Actor
Mark Ruffalo – Actor
Brooke Shields – Actor
Sarah Silverman – Actor
John Slattery – Actor
Michelle Williams – Actor
Reese Witherspoon – Actor
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Firearm Politics
There’s No Money in Telling The Truth -- CSSA Commentary

Politics is all about optics, not reality, so it’s no surprise to see the latest fundraising advertisement from the 
Liberal Party of Canada attacking Bill C-42 and Conservative Prime Minister Stephen Harper with a “less than 
truthful” description of the Common Sense Firearms Licensing Act.
The ad, posted on Facebook, with a link to their fundraising donation page, asks the question:
Where can you take “restricted” firearms?
Below this question are images of two rifles and two handguns from the “restricted” firearms category, then 
makes the absurd claim that Stephen Harper, through Bill C-42: “thinks guns like these should be able to move 
anywhere within a province.  Outside busy places like shopping malls, grocery stores and sports arenas.”
The ad directly attacks the provision of Bill C-42 that would make an Authorization to Transport an endorsement 
on an individual’s firearms license.  By doing so, the government will eliminate duplication and cut the current 
bloated bureaucratic background checks – something that is already performed when an individual applies for a 
restricted firearms license or buys or sells a firearm.
Absolutely nothing in Bill C-42 changes “why” and “how” a person must transport a restricted firearm.
A second ad states that Stephen Harper is taking law-making powers away from the police and giving them to 
politicians. The total absurdity of empowering those that enforce laws with the creation of those same laws is 
second only to the ludicrous notion that the representatives we democratically elect should abdicate that legisla-
tive power to those that enforce our country’s statutes. Indeed, there is so much wrong with this sentiment that it 
seems proof of the Liberals’ incompetency to govern a democracy.
The Liberal Party of Canada and its leader Justin Trudeau know the real truth regarding Bill C-42, but there’s no 
fundraising to be had in telling that truth.  There is, however, a lot of money to be made by turning the truth on 
its head, which is precisely what the Liberal Party is doing with these ridiculous fundraising ads.
The only thing Bill C-42 changes about Authorizations to Transport restricted firearms is to cut a useless and 
wasteful bureaucracy out of government, a bureaucracy that exists for no meaningful public safety purpose.
If the state deems an individual “safe” enough to own handguns and/or certain long guns, is there any rational 
reason to believe those same individuals will suddenly turn into dangerous maniacs simply because one less 
bureaucrat is looking over their shoulder?  Of course not, but that’s precisely what the Liberal Party of Canada 
and its leader Justin Trudeau want Canadians to believe.
Our nation’s most law-abiding citizens, licensed firearm owners, are vetted repeatedly by the RCMP.  Systems in 
place already run every licensed firearm owner against the CPIC database to ensure we are compliant with ALL 
laws, not just firearm laws.  Every single day.
Should someone violate the law in some other fashion, the RCMP will re-examine that individual’s eligibility to 
own firearms immediately.
Yet the Trudeau Liberals would have Canadians falsely believe licensed firearms owners can now go shopping with 
handguns strapped to their belts and firearms slung over their shoulders as they enter the hockey arena to watch a 
game.
It’s utterly absurd and shameful.
Perhaps it’s time the Liberal Party of Canada and Justin Trudeau tell the truth to Canadians for a change, instead 
of turning the truth on its head just so they can fraudulently raise a few bucks for an election.

“Allan Rock said he came to Ottawa with the belief that only the police and military should have firearms. I 
believe that firearms ownership is a right, but a right that comes with responsibilities.”  
– The Honourable Steven Blaney

Help Support The Great Work The CSSA Does To Protect Your Rights.  Donate Here
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The Firearms Act
“There’s Just More Guns in the City” -- CSSA Commentary

Ottawa police Sgt. Mike Saunders, attempting to explain the record-breaking year for shootings in the nation’s 
capital, said: “There’s just more guns in the city,” as if that magically answered all questions about a 50 percent rise 
in shootings from just one year ago.
It answered none of them.
The Ottawa Sun article that quoted Sgt. Saunders is remarkable not for what it says – but for what it avoids 
saying about the rash of shootings.
For example, there is no mention of what types of firearms were used in all these shootings.
Given the massive media coverage surrounding the anniversary of the horrific Polytechnique shooting each year, it 
is hard to believe a news editor wouldn’t take a free shot at the government if the issue was long guns.
The more pressing question is why is this the first time we’re hearing about all these shootings?
The top 50 Google search results for “shootings in Ottawa 2014” yield dozens of accounts of the Parliament Hill 
shooting that claimed the life of Cpl. Nathan Cirillo – but not a single word about any of these other shootings.
There is no mention of them in the press release section of the Ottawa Police website either. A search for the word 
“shooting” returned only 5 press releases, none of which listed a shooting event other than at Parliament Hill.
There are no news reports and no police press releases on 44 shootings in our nation’s capital in 2014.
Why not?
Could it be that both the police and the press deemed these shootings “not important enough” to write about? 
While it is possible police may not want to publicize shootings, it is the duty of news reporters and news editors 
to report the news. So why aren’t news reporters and news editors covering these other shootings in our nation’s 
capital?
Only they can answer that, but it appears they are unwilling to do so.
The Ottawa Sun article states:

“It’s kind of a mixed bag of different reasons,” said Ottawa police Sgt. Mike Saunders, of the shootings 
seen this year. “There’s just more guns in the city.”

It wasn’t a gang war that accounted for a spike in shootings across the city this year, said cops. In fact, police said 
there wasn’t really any common thread that can be attributed to the rise in gunplay.
Curiously, left out of this entire article is any mention of the type of firearms used in these shootings.
Given that almost every police chief in the country thinks that scrapping the long gun registry was a bad idea, if 
long guns had been used in these shootings we surely would have heard all about it – especially in early Decem-
ber. Could it be that we didn’t hear a peep about it because bad guys carry handguns, not long arms?
So the police aren’t talking about handguns and reporters aren’t pressing the issue. That is a failure of our press, 
pure and simple.
Why are no reporters digging into why handgun crime in our nation’s capital rose 50 percent over last year? Isn’t 
that news?
Lastly we must question the comment made by Ottawa police Sgt. Mike Saunders: 

“There’s just more guns in the city.”

Really?
If that is true, confirming it is very easy. Simply query the Canadian Firearms Program and ask how many 
restricted firearms (handguns) are registered in the Ottawa area. Then ask how many there were a year ago. Simple 
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math tells that story. Law-abiding Ottawa area gun owners probably didn’t buy a shocking number of handguns 
last year though.
It seems the same cannot be said for Ottawa area criminals. If there are “more guns in the city” – as Sgt. Saunders 
claims – they are in the hands of criminals, not law-abiding gun owners.
This atrocious lack of reporting does raise many more questions, though, doesn’t it? Questions like:

 ; Where did all these handguns come from?
 ; Why are gangs and other criminals able to obtain illegal handguns so easily?
 ; Why can’t we stop the flow of illegal handguns?
 ; Why do we insist on blaming Canada’s most law-abiding citizens, licensed firearm owners, for the crimes 

committed by criminals?
Think we’ll get answers to these significant questions? 
Guess again.

“Allan Rock said he came to Ottawa with the belief that only the police and military should have firearms. I 
believe that firearms ownership is a right, but a right that comes with responsibilities.” 
– The Honourable Steven Blaney, Minister of Public Safety

 
Help Support The Great Work The Cssa Does To Protect Your Rights.  Donate Here
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History
Arming and Disarming: The History of Gun Control in Canada

by Pierre Lemieux
Over a century and a half, Canada has gone from basically no gun control to some of the toughest restrictions 
on guns in the Western world. How and why did this happen? In Arming and Disarming: A History of Gun 
Control in Canada, Canadian historian R. Blake Brown of St. Mary’s University (Nova Scotia) tries to answer 
this question.
Before Confederation, which created Canada as we know it in 1867, gun control did not exist, except in rare peri-
ods of emergency. This was as true under the French Regime on which, unfortunately, Brown has little to say. But 
he documents well how private guns remained free after the 1760 British conquest. Only during the four years of 
military rule (1760-1764) were French colonists (ancestors of the French Canadians) deprived of their arms.
By the mid-19th century, writes Brown, firearms had become less widespread, because of the end of Indian 
threats, the end of duelling, and the rise of professional policing. Limited gun control laws focused on public 
safety in a narrow sense (not discharging weapons in cities, for example), and on temporary emergencies where 
special groups were targeted such as rioting laborers or 1837-1838 rebels. It was generally admitted that the 
English Bill or Rights of 1689 forbade the government from disarming British subjects (which French Canadians 
had become with the Conquest). Citizens were encouraged to train with guns to “allow British North Americans 
to defend themselves against an American attack” (p. 41), Brown notes.
After 1867, the new federal government continued to encourage possession of rifles and training with them. The 
government subsidized the Dominion of Canada Rifle Association, founded in 1868, and other such associations. 
Brown claims that Canadian riflemen even helped create the US National Rifle Association. The idea that loyal 
citizens needed to own guns and be trained in their usage in order to defend Canada and the Empire persisted 
until World War I. A strong gun culture developed.
But something had changed with the creation of the new country’s central government. Perhaps Brown could 
have more clearly identified this watershed. The federal government confirmed the ban on private militias. It 
created the North-West Mounted Police (the ancestor of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police), and tried to 
disarm the Indians (who were not considered full British subjects). Although there is no indication of a crime 
problem except for a few riots, many started to fear the development of “a gun culture similar to that of the 
United States.” (p. 68) But calls for gun control were met by much opposition. In 1872, Conservative Prime 
Minister John Macdonald defended “the principle laid down in Blackstone of the right of parties to carry weap-
ons in self-defence.” (p. 70) Yet, a few years later, a new government banned the carrying of pistols without 
reasonable cause. And in 1892, the first Criminal Code required a “certificate of exemption,” for anybody wishing 
to carry a pistol.
The federal government continued to encourage shooting and hunting with long guns, and “fully supported the 
arming of trustworthy citizens” as part of “a groundswell of support for the British Empire in English Canada.” 
(p. 81) There was even a federal “minister of the militia.” French Canadians were probably not as favorable toward 
the Empire, but a gun culture also developed in Québec. Illustrating the forever ambivalent attitude of Canadians 
towards Americans, Annie Oakley became popular among Canadian women interested in rifle shooting. 
Amendments to the Criminal Code in 1913 further restricted the right to carry a pistol. To grant a permit, the 
police had to be persuaded of the “discretion and good character” (p. 130) of the applicant. “Because legislators 
focused on the use of arms by minority groups,” Brown observes, “few Canadians offered much resistance to 
stronger gun controls,” and the right of Englishmen to arms was seldom cited after 1900. 

For the remainder of Pierre’s review go to

http://www.libertylawsite.org/book-review/disarming-canadians/
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The Firearms Act
The Canadian Way:  68-Year-Old Home Invasion Victim Charged With Crime

via CSSA E-News
It wasn’t enough that a 68-year-old New Brunswick man was attacked after three people broke into his home. He 
also had to suffer the humiliation of being arrested and charged criminally for daring to defend himself against 
those three armed home invaders.
Michael Woodard committed a cardinal sin in Canada: he took direct action that threatened the lives of criminals 
– an apparent “protected class” of persons in Canada.
Sure, the St. Stephen RCMP pressed charges against Woodard’s home invaders, but surprisingly it is only the 
under-aged home invader who is charged with a violent crime. The two adult home invaders are charged only 
with robbery, presumably because as adults, they might actually go to prison for “assault with a weapon” whereas 
the cherished “young offender” would only get a slap on the wrist before he heads home for dinner.
Mr. Woodard now faces charges for “discharging a firearm in a reckless manner” and “discharging a firearm with 
intent” – presumably “with intent to harm” – but the shoddy reporting in this case fails to make that clear.
The complete lack of “reporting” done by alleged CBC news staff is appalling. They couldn’t be bothered to do 
their jobs, choosing instead to do the slightest of rewrites of the RCMP’s press release and calling it a day. The two 
documents are practically identical.
Canada’s laws on Defence of Person (Criminal Code Section 34) and Defence of Property (Criminal Code 
Section 35) were revised in 2012 to make self-defence easier to access in cases precisely like Michael Woodard’s. 
So why was he charged with two crimes?
The RCMP appears to take a “charge everyone and let the courts sort it out” approach, but this only victimizes 
Michael Woodard a second time. He must now suffer a financially crippling court process on top of the home 
invasion he just survived.
Criminal Code Section 34 appears to exonerate Michael Woodard. Part 2 explains what the courts must consider 
in a defence-of-person case such as this:

(2) In determining whether the act committed is reasonable in the circumstances, the court shall consider 
the relevant circumstances of the person, the other parties and the act, including, but not limited to, the 
following factors:
(a) the nature of the force or threat;
(b) the extent to which the use of force was imminent and whether there were other means available to 
respond to the potential use of force;
(c) the person’s role in the incident;
(d) whether any party to the incident used or threatened to use a weapon;
(e) the size, age, gender and physical capabilities of the parties to the incident;
(f ) the nature, duration and history of any relationship between the parties to the incident, including any 
prior use or threat of force and the nature of that force or threat;
(f.1) any history of interaction or communication between the parties to the incident;
(g) the nature and proportionality of the person’s response to the use or threat of force; and
(h) whether the act committed was in response to a use or threat of force that the person knew was lawful.

Michael Woodard faced three home invaders, the youngest of which was armed with a weapon, the type of which 
the RCMP does not name and the reporter was too lazy to find out. Woodard successfully defended himself 
against the armed aggressor and repelled the other two from his home.
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This makes the following statements true, per Criminal Code Section 34 (2):
 ¹ The threat was three young people, one of which was armed with an unnamed type of weapon.
 ¹ The threat against Woodard’s life was immediate. Armed aggressors were inside his home.
 ¹ Woodard’s role in this was as victim/self-defender. He faced three aggressors, one of which was 

armed with some type of weapon.
 ¹ The “young offender” he faced was armed and threatened his life.
 ¹ Michael Woodard, a 68-year-old man, faced three home invaders aged 17, 19 and 19. The age and 

physical discrepancy between the victim and the criminal perpetrators is enormous.
 ¹ Unknown – the RCMP press release does not make it clear if there was any relationship between 

the victim of this home invasion and those invading his home, or if there was any prior interaction 
between them.

 ¹ A 68-year-old man facing three young violent criminals used a firearm to protect himself. In this 
case, the use of deadly force is clearly acceptable – if for no other reason than it was three on one, and 
the age differential between victim and assailants was vast.

 ¹ Michael Woodard’s use of force was in response to an act or acts he knew were illegal. The threat he 
faced was not lawful. 

Given the facts listed above, his actions were legal. So why was Michael Woodard charged at all?
Do the RCMP really consider the lives of three young violent criminals more valuable than the law-abiding 
homeowner they terrorized?
You may recall the case of Port Colborne, Ontario, resident, Ian Thomson, who was also charged with criminal 
offences after daring to defend his life and home against three masked men attempting to burn him alive. Like 
Thomson, Michael Woodard’s life will be shredded by Crown prosecutors intent on imprisoning the victim of the 
crime, not the perpetrator.
The Crown prosecutor in this case should drop all charges against Michael Woodard and formally apologize on 
behalf of both his office and the RCMP.

“Allan Rock said he came to Ottawa with the belief that only the police and military should have firearms. I 
believe that firearms ownership is a right, but a right that comes with responsibilities.” 
– The Honourable Steven Blaney, Minister of Public Safety

 
Help Support The Great Work The Cssa Does To Protect Your Rights.  Donate Here
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The Firearms Act
Download Non-Restricted and Restricted Firearms Course Books for Free

I received an email recently with links to both CFSC and 
CFRSC manual links.  If anyone wants to take the course 
here is a good way to get a head start on the classroom 
portion of the training courses. 

 ¹ Canadian Firearms Safety Course - Student 
Handbook

 ¹ Canadian Restricted Firearms Safety Course - 
Student Handbook

This version of the textbooks is from 2008 so they may not 
be 100% current.  
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Firearm Politics
St. Albert Gazette Editors Drink Thomas Mulcair’s Anti-Gun Koolaid

Via CSSA E-News  
On December 10, 2014, the St. Albert Gazette published a cartoon that can only be described as a disgraceful 
display of editorial bigotry.
Comparing Canada’s most law-abiding citizens, licensed firearms owners, to “yahoo hunters, mass murderers, crazy 
anarchists and radicalized extremists … fools” the paper calls for the reinstatement of firearms registration for long 
guns.
In the cartoon, the “Office of the Prime Minister” calls the NDP “idiots” for wanting to bring back the failed 
long-gun registry and infers that the only people “safe” enough to own long guns are “honest farmers and duck 
hunters.”
Everyone else, including the International Defensive Pistol Association (IDPA), the International Practical Shoot-
ing Confederation (IPSC) and Olympic shooters, are lumped in with “yahoo hunters, mass murderers, crazy anar-
chists and radicalized extremists … fools.”
What kind of warped, delusional mind equates lawful target shooters, gun collectors and hunters to such defama-
tory descriptive?
Our community is nothing of the sort. Canada’s licensed firearms owners are our nation’s most law-abiding citi-
zens. That is a statistical fact.
Who else must pass a multi-layered police background check, take and pass written and practical firearms safety 
courses, and be re-checked every time we want to buy or sell a firearm? 
Who else has their “privilege” to possess their own property confirmed every single day by the RCMP’s Continu-
ous Eligibility Screening program?
Millions of Canadian gun owners who own firearms didn’t kill anyone yesterday. 
Millions of Canadian gun owners didn’t kill 
anyone today either and, as shocking as it is 
to the malicious publishers of the St. Albert 
Gazette, we won’t kill anyone tomorrow 
either.
In a perfect world, the media would seek the 
truth, shunning such politically correct hate 
speech. 
Indeed, our societal worship of freedom of 
the press is predicated on the utopian ideal of 
journalistic integrity; but unfortunately, not 
so much about reality.
It can be discouraging to realize that even 
in the information age, where knowledge is 
available at the click of a mouse, there are 
still people who believe what they choose 
to believe despite an abundance of contrary 
truth. 
Truly, a closed mind lets in no light.
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Liberty
The Lesson of Charlie Perkins and the Story of Charlie’s Tree

We all think we can’t make a difference but nothing could be farther from the truth than that little lie. You can 
always make a difference.  We can all change the course of history if we just stand firm in our convictions.  
Charlie Perkins was a simple man.  He returned from World War 1 when many of his friends did not.  In fact so 
many of his childhood friends died in the war he picked a large Douglas Fir tree at the back of his property and 
turned it into memorial to his fallen buddies.
When construction began on the Trans-Canada Highway in 1960 the original route took the highway directly 
through Charlie’s memorial tree.  They wanted to bulldoze the tree down to make way for “progress”.  
Charlie Perkins decided that would not happen.  They were not going to bulldoze his memorial tree just to run a 
highway through it.
As the bulldozers neared Charlie pulled out his rifle, loaded it, and sat down in a lawn chair in front of the great 
Douglas Fir.  When they told him to move he said one word with conviction.
“No.”
The powers that be decided killing a war veteran over a piece of pavement wasn’t the thing to do.  
They moved the route of the highway.
Next time someone tells you that you can’t make a difference please think of Charlie Perkins... and steadfastly 
hold to your convictions.  
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Police Misconduct
Halifax Regional Police Constables Jordan Gilbert and Mathew Poole Should Be Fired 

Two Halifax Police constables enter a home illegally.  They beat up two residents and when the third resident 
attempts to come to the aid of the first two, they beat him up too.  The lead constable in this case, Jordan Gilbert, 
is found guilty of assault and excessive use of force by the police board.  He is penalized with two weeks of unpaid 
vacation but keeps his job since he is never charged with a criminal offense.
One more time we have thug cops kept on the payroll when they should be fired instead.  
It boggles my mind that a single police chief across this nation can wonder why we mere citizens no longer respect 
police. The decision in this case can be read in full at Gilbert (Re), 2011 CanLII 100795 (NS PRB)

[54]                Cst. Gilbert acknowledged that a townhouse in darkness with no noise could be an indication that the 
residents had gone to bed.   He had been to the property earlier in the evening when he observed a party in full swing 
on the first level.  Given that he knew the name of the tenant and that there were a number of other noise complaints 
to attend, he had the option of leaving without taking further action at that time when he found the place in darkness.

[55]                Cst. Gilbert testified that there was no response to his ringing the doorbell, his loud knocking or to his 
calls of “Police”.  Cst. Gilbert testified that he heard no noises once he and Cst. Poole entered the townhouse.  There 
were no lights on the first level. It must have been clear to both officers that the party was over, despite Ms. Legge’s 
continued complaint. The officers could have left the premises, at this point, before moving up to the second level.

[56]                The Review Board questions the evidence of Cst. Gilbert and Cst. Poole that they had reasonable 
grounds to enter the townhouse.  No other witnesses heard a scream and the Review Board accepts the evidence of 
Carly Poirier that she closed the outside door.  There were no noises coming from the townhouse when they arrived 
which would constitute a noise bylaw violation.  The Review Board is not convinced that the officers found the 
outside door ajar or that they heard a woman scream. 

[57]                The Review Board determines that Cst. Gilbert and Cst. Poole did not have reasonable grounds to enter 
the townhouse.

[58]                With no reasonable grounds to enter, neither Cst. Gilbert nor Cst. Poole was in the execution of 
their duty when the assaulting of a police officer, resisting arrest and obstructing a police officer were alleged to have 
occurred.

[59]                Since the police were not legally in the townhouse, Mr. Bishop was entitled to come to the aid of his 
sister.

[60]                Cst. Gilbert was the lead officer.  Cst. Gilbert acknowledged that it was his decision to proceed to enter 
the townhouse.  This decision could demonstrate an error of judgment on his part.  Once inside he could have left 
when he found no one on the first level and no signs of the earlier party.

[61]                Once the officers observed the people in the room and saw that everything was okay, they should have 
apologized and left. 

[62]                According to their testimony, Cst. Gilbert and Cst. Poole did not consider that they could simply leave 
the apartment.  Both officers insisted that they thought it was only polite to explain why they were there. 

[63]                Cst. Gilbert had no authority to order people out of the townhouse.  The manner in which he made 
this statement showed poor judgement on his part.

[64]                Given the very short timeline of events, the situation quickly deteriorated.  The Review Board finds Mr. 
Copeland’s 911 call particularly unsettling.  It is the opinion of the Review Board that once the situation worsened 
the officers still had the option to back out.  In fact one of the officers who was coming to their assistance advised that 
action over the radio.

[65]                From the tapes of Cst. Gilbert’s calls for assistance, it is clear that he was very upset, bordering on 
panic.  This is troublesome.  As a police officer, Cst. Gilbert was dealing with people who he knew had been drinking.  
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He should have been in better control of the situation.  This was not a mob scene outside a bar and it is difficult to 
comprehend how things went so wrong so quickly.

[66]                The Review Board is troubled that a police officer, who was in a small space, with a person on his back 
who was trying to choke him, knowing that he had a very small target area to aim for, would think that it was appro-
priate to deploy his Taser. 

[67]                During testimony and argument it was suggested that it would have been inappropriate for Cst. Gilbert 
to deploy pepper spray because of the small area of the bathroom and the impact it would have.  The Review Board 
does not understand why it would then be okay to deploy a Taser.

[68]                It is extremely fortunate that there were not more serious effects from the deployment.

[69]                After reviewing all of the evidence, the Review Board is of the view that it was Cirbie Bishop’s actions 
(the common assault on Cst. Gilbert) and Cst. Gilbert’s over-reaction which caused the situation to escalate so quickly.  

[70]                It is the Review Board’s opinion that the officers did not have the authority to enter the townhouse. 
Therefore, it is the opinion of the Review Board that Cst. Gilbert and Cst. Poole did not have authority to make the 
arrests that they were attempting to make. 

[71]                The allegations of misconduct are the same for both complaints and for both officers and are as follows:

            #1        Engaged in discreditable conduct by contravening an enactment of a province or territory of Canada, 
or the Government of Canada that is reasonable likely to bring discredit on the reputation of the police department 
contrary to Section 24(1)(b) of the Code of Conduct and Disciplinary Defaults of the Nova Scotia Police Act.

            #2        Abused their authority by using unnecessary force on or cruelly treating any prisoner or any other 
person with whom the member may be brought into contact with during the course of their duty, contrary to Section 
24(7)(b) of the Code of Conduct and Disciplinary Defaults of the Nova Scotia Police Act.

[72]                With respect to the first allegation of misconduct, no specific offences were discussed during the hear-
ing.  The evidence suggests that assault and assault causing bodily harm would be two such offences.  Most of the 
discussion focused on the second allegation of misconduct – abusing their authority by using unnecessary force.

[73]                It is necessary to examine the actions of each officer towards each complainant to determine whether or 
not the allegations of misconduct have been proven.

[74]                Although the Review Board has found that there were not reasonable grounds for the officers to enter 
the townhouse, it will be helpful to also consider whether the officers’ actions would amount to misconduct if they had 
reasonable grounds to enter the townhouse.

[79]                The situation with Tyson Bishop is quite different from that of his sister.  He is the homeowner and 
as such has the right to defend his home when officers enter without authority.  His attempts to assist his sister were 
treated as obstructing the officers.

[80]                Cst. Gilbert has admitted striking Tyson Bishop twice in the face and deploying his Taser.  These are all 
assaults. 

[81]                As outlined above, the Review Board finds that the actions of Cst. Gilbert in deploying his Taser consti-
tutes an excessive use of force.

[82]                The Review Board finds that the evidence does not support an allegation that Cst. Poole assaulted Tyson 
Bishop.

[83]                Alternatively if the Review Board had accepted the evidence of Cst.  Gilbert and Cst. Poole and found 
that they had reasonable grounds to enter the townhouse, the Review Board would still have determined that Cst. 
Gilbert used excessive force in firing the Taser at Tyson Bishop. 

[84]                The Review Board dismisses the appeals against Cst. Poole.

[85]                The Review Board allows the appeal by Mr. Bishop and finds that Cst. Gilbert used excessive force and 
thus abused his authority by using unnecessary force.
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Officer Down
In Memoriam: RCMP Constable David Matthew Wynn

An act of cowardice left one mountie dead and an Auxiliary RCMP Constable seriously injured.  While investi-
gating the report of a stolen vehicle both men were shot by career criminal Shawn Maxwell Rehn.  Fortunately 
the coward later killed himself, so we will not be saddled with an expensive show trial before sending him to 
prison for the rest of his life.
What is most troubling about this case is why this cop-killing coward was on the streets in the first place.  With 
convictions for violent crimes reaching back decades it is beyond comprehension why this violent offender 
offender was not in prison.
Here’s the criminal history provided to Sun News:

Adult conviction record of Shawn Rehn. Date provided is the date of the adjudication of the matter. The location 
is the court where the matter was heard.

1999-04-01 Break, enter and theft    60 days jail
        One year probation
        Ordered to pay $921 in restitution
        Location: Edmonton
2001-04-09 Dangerous operation of a motor vehicle Six months jail
        Three years probation
        Location: Evansburg, Alta.
2001-08-27 Assault      $200 fine
        Location: Evansburg
2001-05-14 Possession of property obtained by crime under $5,000
        60 days jail
        Location: Calgary
2001-05-14 Housebreaking/commit theft   Five months jail
        Location: Calgary
2001-05-14 Obstruct a peace officer   
  Breach of conditions (X2)   15 days jail
        Location: Calgary
2001-06-21 Fail to attend court    45 days jail
        Location: Edmonton

2001-12-15 Assault with a weapon 
  Careless use/storage of a firearm (X2)  One day jail 
        (spent 7 months in custody - time served)
        10-year firearm prohibition
        Location: Edmonton
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2003-03-04 Operate motor vehicle while disqualified $400 fine
2004-08-04 Driving while disqualified   60 days jail
        Location: Edmonton
2005-04-13 Possession of property obtained by crime over $5,000
        One day jail
        Location: Calgary
2006-03-15 16 counts of possession of property obtained by crime under $5,000
        Two years jail
        Location: Calgary
2006-03-27 Possession of property obtained by crime over $5,000
  Driving while disqualified   Five months jail, 18-month driving prohibition
  Location: Edmonton
2007-11-08 Theft under $5,000    One day jail
        Location: Calgary
2009-08-14 Fail to comply with recognizance  $200 fine
        Location: Edmonton
2010-10-26 Possession of a prohibited or restricted firearm Three years jail
        Location: Edmonton
2010-10-26 Refuse to provide breath sample 
  Escape lawful custody
  Possess controlled substance
  Possess property under $5000 (X10)
  Possession of stolen credit card
  Breach of recognizance    Five years jail (3 years LESS time served)
  Location: Edmonton
2011-06-06 Break, enter and theft    Two years jail
        Location: Edmonton
2011-08-19 Unauthorized possession of a restricted or prohibited weapon
  Possession of property under $5,000 obtained by crime
  Breach of recognizance (X2)   Three months jail
  Location: Drumheller, Alta.
2013-08-07 Assault      One day jail
        Location: Drumheller

Then come all the outstanding charges against this degenerate:
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Outstanding charges as of Jan. 17, 2015:

Offence date: Oct. 11, 2013  Fraud over $5,000
     Breach of condition recognizance (X2)
     Location: Edmonton
Offence date: Dec. 14, 2013  Breach of recognizanceX3
     Resisting a peace officer
     Possession of stolen property
     Possession of controlled substance
     Use of imitation firearm
     Location: Fort Saskatchewan, Alta.
Offence date: Sept. 3, 2014  Knowing possession of a prohibited or restricted weapon
     Possession of a prohibited firearm
     Escaping lawful custody
     Possession of stolen property under $5,000
     Possession of controlled substance
     Possess break-in instruments
     Breach of recognizance order (X2)
     Location: Edmonton
Offence date: Oct. 28, 2014  Fail to stop vehicle/evade officer
     Dangerous driving
     Breach of recognizance (X4)
     Disqualified driving
     Driving without insurance
     Display unauthorized plates
     Location: Edmonton
Offence date: Nov. 12, 2014  Fail to appear
     Location: Edmonton
Offence date: Nov. 28, 2014  Fail to appear
     Location: Edmonton

Our so-called Justice System is an complete and utter failure.  This man proved time and time again that he had 
no interest in “rehabilitation” yet our judges repeatedly released him back into society.
I’m not the only person to say the judges ought to be charged with complicity in the murder of  RCMP Consta-
ble David Matthew Wynn.  Every single one of them contributed to this degenerate being on the street the day he 
killed Constable Wynn.
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Firearm Training
How to Out-Think, Out-Shoot and Prevail on the Street, in Combat or Self-Defense

If your “pucker factor” doubled over this email’s subject line, don’t 
worry... you’re not alone.
The debate over “how big should your bullet be” has been raging since 
Cain was deciding on whether to use a small rock or a big rock to kill 
Able. :-)
So, what’s the answer?
Former Force Recon Marine and creator of the “30-10” at-home pistol 
course, Chris Graham, shares a story in 30-10 from a US Navy SEAL 
friend of his, named “Monkey”.
http://readthis.rightsandfreedoms.org/marine-pistol-training

Monkey was teaching a class of Federal Law Enforcement Agents and 
said that statistics prove out that the majority of people who are shot 
with a handgun (of ANY caliber) survive...
... but 100% of the ones “HE” shot with a 9mm are dead!
Now if you just read that the “9mm is the best caliber”, that’s NOT 
what he’s saying, so let me translate...
Stats show that the majoirty of people shot with a 9mm lived... but 
those that faced Monkey with a “9”, are dead.
This just illustrates the fact that the question of which caliber is best is 
usually the wrong question.
Your ability to put thug-stopping rounds into your attacker has a MUCH bigger impact than the caliber of 
ammo you’re using.
Unfortunately, most gun owners aren’t able to shoot as accurately “in combat” as they are down at the range.
Chris’ 30-10 at-home pistol training course was developed for Marine anti-terrorists... but it’s also ideal for 
anyone if you’re protecting yourself and loved ones with a gun.
Check it out here => http://readthis.rightsandfreedoms.org/marine-pistol-training

Chris isn’t your average instructor.  He provides advanced weapons and tactics training to personnel from USG 
(US Government) agencies prior to deployment to high-threat zones.
More than that, he’s one of a relatively small group of guys who actually goes downrange and provides sustain-
ment training to them while they’re in high threat zones.
*    If you’re an instructor - Chris is one of the guys who you want to be picking stuff up from to use in your own 
classes.
*    If you’re a shooter - Chris is an instructor who is teaching based on first hand experience downrange against 
determined attackers.  His teaching isn’t stuff that worked 5, 10, or 15 years ago...it’s stuff that he or his students 
have more than likely used in the last few months, weeks, or even days in real life encounters.
I want to encourage you to check out this course now by going here...
http://readthis.rightsandfreedoms.org/marine-pistol-training

I don’t know about you, but I’m ALWAYS looking for more and more advanced pistol training programs and 
Chris’ is a great find! I promise it will help you stop a threat whether it’s a 9, .38, .357, .40, .45, .22, etc. coming 
out the end of your barrel.
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Firearm Legal Defense
Police Can and Will Charge You Even When You Haven’t Broken Any Firearm Law

Police are now laying charges in situations that most hunters believe is safe storage.
Mr. Hunter took several guns with him hunting. He kept them in his pickup bed. The guns were cased, covered, 
but not trigger-locked and not in locked hard cases. Ammunition was carried in the bed and in an unlocked box. 
The pickup bed was covered with a locked cap, bolted down and an additional wire and lock held the cap door 
closed in addition to a lock. Mr. Hunter slept in a hotel. During the night thieves broke the cap door off at the 
hinges. The lock held fast and two guns were stolen.
The police arrested the thieves, impounded Mr. Hunter’s truck without a warrant and seized his remaining guns 
and ammunition. Mr. Hunter faces criminal charges of unsafe storage of guns and ammunition and unsafe trans-
portation for leaving his guns unattended. The police say he should have had trigger locks or locked hard cases 
and the ammunition should have been in a locked box. 
This may sound ridiculous to you. Mr. Hunter has a good defense and should be found not guilty. The police say 
“let the judge decide”. 
Mr. Hunter’s guns are seized until trial. He must hire a lawyer and travel from home to the court where the 
theft took place. The trial will be nine months after his truck was broken into. This is not fair but it is true. This 
happened in September 1998. Names are changed, the essential facts are true.
Protect yourself from this type of police harassment. If you leave your gun in your vehicle, trigger lock it, action 
lock it or take the bolt out and lock the bolt up. Keep your ammunition in a locked box. This is beyond what the 
law requires but do this to avoid becoming a test case for the police to see how far they can push the law.
Every year over 3,500 Ontario residents are convicted of unsafe storage. Many are innocent but they do not fight 
a wrongfully laid charge. Most charges can be fought. 
Do not plead guilty. Do not surrender your rights without a fight. Do not make statements to the police after 
arrest. Call a lawyer, get advice. Better yet, put an extra trigger lock on your gun and a lock on your ammo box. 
That is a lot cheaper than a lawyer.
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From The Inbox

I love hearing from you, the reader of Canadian Rights and Freedoms Bulletin. 
If you would like to submit a comment about a story that’s appeared in Canadian Rights and Freedoms Bulletin 
or if you would like to submit an article for publication, you can do that by sending an email to bulletin@right-
sandfreedoms.org. Alternatively, you can submit your thoughts through the web form located at http://support.
rightsandfreedoms.org/contact-us/.
Yours in Liberty,

Christopher di Armani

re: Gamil Gharbi Day (Rights and Freedoms Bulletin #201)

I have long maintained that the example set by Gamil Gharbi the Muslim Terrorist has been duplicated by the 
anti gun Lobby and the Government of Canada. The Montreal Massacre exemplifies crazy persons punishing 
innocent persons because of their own twisted and broken belief systems.
An armed madman or an emotionally charged anti-gunner, a power-drunk Liberal tyrant Government, I can’t 
tell the Difference. Their agenda results in ONLY the innocent being attacked, denigrated, harmed, murdered, 
destroyed in the courts.
A life ended in a hail of bullets, or a life ended via citizen disarmament initiatives (Canadian gun laws) or lives 
destroyed by extremely prejudiced laws in courts by judges and police.
If I had a choice, to be struck with 10 years and rolling, vilification, Harassment, Character assassination, Impris-
onment, like Bruce Montague, who still must fight to retain possession of the family home he bought and built 
legitimately, I would opt for the mercy of a bullet.
There is no chance for leniency or a fair trial in Canada as Bruce Montague’s example exposes, A Canadian Gun 
Owner remains in a very precarious legally disadvantaged position, Guilty until Proven Innocent, and the High 
River Gun Grab LACK OF ACCOUNTABILITY is also pure testament to this imbalance.
And, with all of these civil rights abuse examples, not one of Gamil Gharbi’s victims has been restored to life, And 
in no tangible way have the current laws proven to be any deterrent or protection from such future events.
Thank You, Christopher di Armani, for your expose on the ever-inflated Rock-Star Status of Gamil Gharbi. It is 
refreshing to see fact and truth in a climate of Complete, Utter Nonsense irresponsible reporting.
-May Journalism one day be restored to a state of respectability.
Phil Hewkin 
Prince George B.C.
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